
T WAS my pleasure recently to receive a review copy

of this book, which styles itself as ‘What The

Bloodstock Business Reads In Bed’, writes JOHN
SCANLON. Published by Milo Corbett, this is a beautifully

produced record of the racing and thoroughbred business year.

Packed with a wealth of fascinating articles and beautiful

photographs, this volume is an utter delight, and it came as no

surprise to me when I checked the website for details of how

to order the book to find that it is now sold out.

Highlights of the book include a humorous yet thought-

provoking review of racing in 2020 by Rolf Johnson; Emma

Berry’s review of the bloodstock sales year; an interesting

profile by Milo Corbett himself of French jockey Mickaëlle

Michel; a revealing piece on Maurice Burns of Rathasker Stud

and his daughter Madeline; an examination of the career of

David Redvers; and an entertaining article by Sir Mark

Prescott on the remarkable Kentucky-based owner, Josephine

Abercrombie.

I particularly enjoyed two pieces. Firstly, David Ashforth

I

revisits the theories and career of the former

trainer, Peter Poston. My early interest in racing

coincided with the period when Poston exploited

the system of Levy Board travel allowances

designed to support northern racing. Despite my

tender years I well recall the exploits of the staying

handicapper, Homefield, and the seemingly endless

stream of horses Poston sent to race in Scotland at

long odds.

Secondly, I loved Robert Hall’s argument that a race which

is run midweek, at an evening meeting and without pattern

status should be regarded as the most influential race in the

British racing calendar. He’s talking about Sandown’s

National Stakes (and its forerunner, the National Breeders

Produce Stakes) and he makes a convincing case about how

this race has had an unusually profound effect on the making

of the modern thoroughbred. It’s a race Mark Johnston won

with Russian Valour  in 2003, and it was also won by one of

my great equine heroes, The Tetrarch.

In addition to the many fine articles, the book includes

many wonderful images from racing’s past, present and

future. It really is a joy to behold, and had it been still

available to purchase, it would have been well worth £20 of

any racing fan’s money.

As it is, do whatever you can to get hold of a copy. I assure

you it will be well worth the effort. Oh, and let Milo know

you want a copy of next year’s volume!
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